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The Fool (Aries) 

The Fool represents lessons 

in:   

-going into the unknown 

-taking a chance 

-being unprepared 

-acting on impulse whether 

it’s for positive or negative 

reasons 

-a new chapter in life 

-taking a risk 

-a warning to “look before you leap” 

 

Upright Position 

-what you do with this adventure is up to you 

-could be a new job, new life, new relationship 

-a new situation with excitement  

-being optimistic and/or hopeful 

-freedom to explore without negative feelings about it 
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-a fresh start, a clean slate, a new beginning 

Reversed Position 

-a desire to find new freedoms and/or start a new beginning 

-exploring different than normal horizons 

-journey may be unsatisfying 

-current path could have delays or troubles 

-making unwise choices 

-thoughtless actions leading to bad experiences 

-impatience, moving too fast, not being able to handle what 

is coming  

 

THE MAGICIAN -(ARIES) 

The Magician represents lessons in: 

-All aspects of life and choices 

-Cup=Love, Sword=Mind, Wand=Opposites, 

Pentacle=Sudden good luck 

-it represents disturbing dreams, or a sudden 

hunch 

-a discovery that you know more than you thought 

you did 

-a coincidence 

-new opportunities, or unexplored possibilities 
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Upright Position 

-this card represents the desire to create something new 

-possible desire for a new baby, or a new direction in life 

-something great is developing because something is being created 

 

Reversed Position 

-you haven’t yet realized your full potential, you can do better 

-a situation that isn’t developing correctly, or lack of enthusiasm 

-you’re not doing your best 

 

The High Priestess(Pisces, Virgo) 

The High Priestess represents lessons in: 

-trusting your own Intuition 

-She is a Psychic card and can represent undeveloped  

potential 

-your sixth sense, listening to your inner self or higher self 

-dreams that may be trying to tell you something 

-or just having a ‘strong feeling’ about something 
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Upright Position 

-you need to listen to yourself, take your own advice 

-you do know the answer and it’s in your subconscious, you 

just need to be open to it 

-trust in yourself and don’t be afraid to have faith that you 

know what’s best 

 

Reversed Position 

-you could be lying to yourself, or confusing yourself by 

over-analyzing 

-you can’t figure things out because you can’t see things in 

another perspective 

-you could be being superstitious, over cautious, and not 

trusting 

-what you see may not be what you get 

-things are not right 

-because of this, be careful not to be manipulated by others 
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The Empress (Taurus, Libra) 

The Empress represents lessons 

in: 

-accepting, or not accepting 

change or separations with a deep 

empty feeling 

-She is the symbol of The Mother, 

or Mother Earth 

-could mean a baby on the way 

-symbolizing fertility 

-possible marriage 

-She symbolizes Motherly instincts or caring and nurturing 

Upright Position 

-means happiness to come! 

-if you’re trying to have a baby, She represents fertility 

-if you are getting married or moving ahead in a relationship, it 

will be a happy home to couples and contentment for both 

-a supportive woman, comfort and a peaceful lifestyle 

-could mean a new home, or new conditions in the home that are 

peaceful and full of happiness 

 

Reversed Position 

-poverty, lack of security, uncomfortable 
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-She represents the ‘mourning Mother’ 

-could represent infertility, or the home or environment is lacking 

in some way 

-could be a troubled home or marriage/relationship 

-could mean a loss in the family, or a lack of understanding 

between family members, or home members 

-dissatisfaction with family or a dysfunctional family maybe 

-pay more attention to your home life before it becomes a problem 

 

The Emperor (Aries, Scorpio) 

 

The Emperor represents lessons in 

learning the truth and power 

-He is the Father card and 

represents inspiration, 

aggression, fathering, discipline, 

self-respect 

-represents anger or being 

vindictive, or challenging 

authority 

-represents arrogance, like 

blaming problems on others or 

society 

-shows a need to grow up, make 

something happen 

 

Upright Position 

 

-a need to take charge, use good logic and reasoning 
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-learning to use authority to gain positive recognition 

-predicts government connections or authority figures like a father, 

boss, Doctor 

-learning to deal with situations maturely and make things happen 

 

Reversed Position 

 

-being more cautious and careful 

-immaturity, like being on a ‘power trip’ 

-maybe from losing power over something 

-being emotional rather than logical, not thinking clearly 

-a lack of leadership, abusive conditions, or a feeling of being put 

in a very uncomfortable situation 

-take a careful look at things to make sure your safe before you 

continue 

 

 

 The Hierophant-(Taurus) 

 

The Hierophant represents lessons in learning or being taught 

-from our own experiences, we can teach or help 

others, like giving advice 

-represents showing or having compassion for others 

-represents relating to something or something, or 

apathy, looking for an answer 

 

Upright Position 
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-a need for social approval 

-trying to be accepted by others 

-making changes to suit a situation so it works  

-could represent getting guidance from someone like a teacher or 

counselor 

 

Reversed Position 

-rebellion, questioning authority 

-not taking good or helpful advice 

-doing or acting the opposite of what others want or feel or do 

 

The Lovers-(Gemini) 

The Lovers represent lessons in choices in love, 

maybe trying to choose between two or more 

people 

-this card represents values, instincts, sexual 

attraction, desire, a love triangle, moving too 

quickly in a relationship 

-choice between love and career 

 

Upright Position 

-making choices in love and romance 
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-this card means there is a possibility for a new romance or a new 

direction for the heart 

-harmony with others around you 

-family and friends are very important to you now 

-wanting all of your relationships to be balanced 

-may be you are just trying to make better choices in life 

-may find new love, or the love of something new 

-learning about love, attraction and wanting co-operation 

 

Reversed Position 

-problems in a relationship 

-delays in getting what you desire with someone or something you 

love 

-indecision, or making a choice that won’t make you feel fulfilled 

or happy 

-not satisfied in a relationship 

-you need to learn to make the right choices for where you are now 

in life, so be ready, it may be a rocky start 
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The Chariot-(Sagittarius) 

The Chariot represents lessons about 

lack of feeling, aggressive impulses, 

and opposites being either drawn 

together, or apart 

-it symbolizes conflicting feelings and 

urges, competition, strong will 

-possible conflict which can’t be 

avoided, and must be dealt with 

 

Upright Position 

-represents success and victory 

through hard work and effort 

-triumph over enemies 

-a responsible and kind nature, but very focused and concentrating 

on something 

-this card could mean travel, or a safe trip home 

-excellent health or the ability to overcome hardships 

 

Reversed Position 

-difficulty focusing on something 

-feeling too weak to fight, or just giving up 
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-a battle has been too long and too hard, finding it tough to stick it 

out 

-could mean poor health, lack of energy or mentally giving up a 

fight 

-feeling lost, unable to find your way through a situation 

-time is needed to rest and give yourself time to think about further 

action 

-learn to stay calm and relax 

 

Strength-(Leo) 

Strength represents lessons in 

learning to control aggression, 

being proud, strong, rage, or 

anger, bullying, pride, courage, 

self discipline, and trusting your 

instincts 

 

Upright Position 

-unconditional love and 

understanding 

-overcoming and facing your 

fears 

-facing something that is 

overwhelming with strength and 

courage 
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-feeling free of fears 

-a feeling of pride and being in control of your emotions 

-facing issues with inner strength, instead of physical force 

 

Reversed Position 

-a fear or worry that is getting to you 

-feeling out of control, a fear has taken over 

-maybe afraid of an overwhelming passion or intense emotion that 

might lead to an uncontrolled action 

-paying too much attention to the material or physical side of life 

-lacking the courage to face a problem 

-calm down and get yourself under control 

The Hermit-(Virgo) 

The Hermit represents lessons in loneliness, patient waiting, time , 

and that nothing lasts forever or remains unchanged 

-it represents not accepting change, a need for being patient and 

willing to wait, also a need to be alone, or fear of being alone 

 

Upright Position 

-quiet time, good advice given or received 

-open-mindedness, a willingness to be of help 
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-you may be looking for advice or guidance, 

or there is someone who wishes to help you 

on your path 

-you may need to take time to yourself to 

think about what is going on in your life 

 

 

Reversed Position 

-feeling alone or like no one is listening to 

you\ 

-maybe not listening to your own advice, or 

paying attention to others who have been 

there before 

-a refusal to learn from your past 

-daydreaming, wishing for something, but not doing anything to 

make it happen 

-take your head out of the clouds 
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The Wheel of Fortune-

(Aquarius, Leo, Taurus, 

Scorpio) 

The Wheel of Fortune represents 

lessons in taking chances, the 

different stages in life, 

beginnings, and endings, a 

sudden change of fortune, a 

possible pregnancy 

-it says sometimes you fall, 

sometimes you get crushed, 

sometimes you struggle, but you 

can always end up on top again. 

 

Upright Position 

-it’s a lucky time in your life 

-good things are happening for you right now, you are very luck 

now and no matter what you wish to do, things just seem to be 

going your way, feeling like nothing can stop you now! 

-could be new conditions in your home or work, maybe financial 

improvement, or a change in environment for the better 

-luck is on your side and any changes are for the better 

 

Reversed Position 

-unlucky time, feeling like nothing is going the way you would like 
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-you need to relax and slow down, better luck next time 

-have the courage to give up and remember there will be a better 

time later, it is just not the right time for you, for now 

 

Justice-(Libra) 

Justice represents lessons in fairness, being able 

to see both sides of a situation, or being able to 

see both sides of a situation, or being able to see 

past something, like seeing though a liar, or 

looking on the bright side 

-it could represent a court case or law, judgment 

and rational thought, making choices by facts 

not feelings, chastity, keeping instincts under 

control, maturity, decisions, maybe being too cold or destructive in 

a relationship 

 

Upright Position 

-being fair, making sure the right thing is done 

-if there is a lawsuit, it will be fair and honestly dealt with 

-being open-minded, weighing the pros and cons, a fair decision 

will be made to satisfy everyone. 

 

Reversed Position 

-unwise decisions and unfairness 
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-someone not giving good advice 

-an unfair outcome of something 

-problems with the law 

-opinionated unfair treatment 

-try to find an equal balance now 

-things don’t seem fair so compromise 

 

The Hanged Man-(Pisces) 

The Hanged Man represents 

lessons in sacrifice and release 

-could be a loss of faith or 

confidence in something 

-could be a voluntary sacrifice 

for a greater good, having full 

acceptance of suffering that 

may be required 

-can represent being afraid that 

a sacrifice might be all for 

nothing, also opening yourself 

to trust, giving up defenses, and 

having faith 

 

The Upright Position 

-accepting something, a new direction, a new lifestyle 
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-making sacrifices you never had to in the past, giving up and 

letting go, being open and ready for something new 

-it’s time to leave the past behind in order to move on to the future 

 

Reversed Position 

-holding onto the past, having a hard time letting go 

-you don’t need to worry about the past anymore it is OK to let go 

-fear of letting go and making a sacrifice, afraid of moving on 

-indecisiveness, resisting change 
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Death-(Scorpio) 

Death represents lessons in 

sadness and mourning, a new 

future, not being afraid to 

express grief 

-it represents the end of 

something and change, or facing 

a final ending 

-could mean marriage or the 

birth of a child 

-it symbolized the death of an 

old way of life, or that something 

must come to an end, or an 

opportunity for a new life, if you 

can let go of the old one. 

 

Upright Position 

-a total change in your life 

-an old chapter coming to a close 

-starting over again 

-renewal, transformation 

 

Reversed Position 

-complications, constant battling 
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-the desire to quit 

-wanting a change that just isn’t happening for you now 

-maybe you should think about things and make sure this is what 

you want 

-if you are really enthusiastic about something, there might be 

delays 

-feeling trapped in a situation, not realizing you can get out of it 

anytime you wish 

 

Temperance-(Cancer) 

Temperance represents in patience 

and adaptation 

-she could represent promise or the 

renewal of a relationship 

-she symbolized opposites joined by 

the flow of feeling, or uniting 

opposites 

-she symbolizes feelings and harmony, 

a good relationship  

-maybe not paying attention to 

problems in a relationship for fear of 

losing harmony, she also tells us to 

relax 
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Upright Position 

-using self control and a good sense of balance with others 

-you are working with instead of against others, patient with others 

-you are understanding and know where others are coming from 

 

Reversed Position 

-emotions are out of control 

-impatience or intolerance of others, a lack of good judgment 

-not really listening to other people’s concerns 

-wanting things to move fast, being pushy to get things your way 

-feeling others are getting in your way or things are moving too 

slowly 

-remember moving too fast might mean you will miss something 

important, so slow down 
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The Devil-(Capricorn) 

The Devil represents lessons in 

temptation, addictions, to 

anything, and obsessions 

-he represents lust and the dark 

side of the conscience 

-he symbolizes bondage, not 

realizing you can break free if 

you really want to 

-he symbolizes sexual impulses, 

shame, fear or disgust of 

yourself, shame of the body, 

feeling dirty, wicked, perverted, 

ugly, or low self esteem, and 

sexual inhibitions 

-maybe hiding something you 

are ashamed of 

 

Upright Position 

-this could represent sensuality, bondage to fears, or sexual energy 

that is out of control 

-there could be addiction to anyone or anything 

-maybe obsessed with an old love, or a fear 

-you could be paranoid or focused on only one thing 

-this card indicated the wrong use of force, or abusive conditions 
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-controlling someone or being controlled  

 

Reversed Position 

-letting go of obsession, fears, freeing yourself of an addiction 

-starting to get yourself back together again after a long battle 

-you now have the strength and willpower to get over things that 

have troubled you 

 

The Tower-(Aquarius) 

The Tower represents lessons in facing the 

unexpected 

-it is about instincts, not being true to yourself, a 

breakdown, being defensive 

-it is something you were not ready for, maybe 

you are pretending to be something you are not 

 

Upright Position 

-a surprise, an unexpected event that changed your life or your 

perception of things 

-a rude awakening, could be your old way of life coming to an end, 

or a release from a situation you were stuck in 
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-could be a wonderful unexpected event like a new baby, or you 

met someone new that turned out to be more than you ever 

expected 

-it also could have been something that no one expected, a shock, 

an upsetting event, you thought for sure it was going your way and 

than it didn’t 

 

Reversed Position 

-something that shocked you at first may be coming to an end 

-soon you will be able to start over, putting all the disruption 

behind you 

-a feeling that life is against you 

-you may feel backed into a corner, or stuck in a situation with no 

way out 

-it is time to face what you have been avoiding so you can get on 

with the rest of your life. 

 

The Star-(Aquarius) 

The Star represents lessons in hope and faith, 

feelings, instincts, imagination and intuition 

-it is about probing for truth despite the 

consequences, or something forbidden, but 

impossible to resist, like opening Pandora’s Box 
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-it represents despite depression, disappointment, and loss, still 

clinging to a sense of meaning and a future which could grow out 

of unhappiness of the past 

-it could be irrational thought, having faith in a difficult time, or 

blind hope 

 

Upright Position 

-having a positive attitude about something, courage, hope and 

inspiration 

-the feeling that anything can happen if you have faith 

-good health, good energy, an optimistic attitude 

-indicates great love will be given and received 

 

Reversed Position 

-(for now) all hope seems lost 

-something you have hoped for may not have happened at this time 

-maybe you are doubtful, pessimistic, stubborn, you don’t feel right 

about something, you may be confused about something, or have a 

lack of faith that things will work out 

-could be a loss of a friendship, or a health problem either 

physical or mental. 
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The Moon-(Cancer, Pisces) 

The Moon represents lessons in the 

imagination, confusion and uncertainty and 

understanding yourself 

-its about having feelings that you can’t 

ignore, the unconscious, intuition, psychic 

abilities, and realizing that things happen 

for a reason (fate) 

 

Upright Position 

-could mean  a disagreement with the one you love or an emotional 

outburst over very little 

-emotions are intensified now 

-a strong feeling something big is coming, could be a change of 

residence, career, or in your emotions 

-also represents things that happen at night 

-confused about something 

 

Reversed Position 

-using good common sense 

-being cautious not to make any rash decisions  

-any changes that happen now will be good ones 
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-truth will come out now, people will tell you what they are really 

feeling, without being overly emotional 

-any misunderstandings will be cleared 

 

The Sun-(Leo) 

The Sun represents lessons in 

contentment and pleasure, leaving 

sorrows behind, a strong will or 

spirit, a time of happiness and reward 

after stress or loss, looking on the 

bright side 

-it represents renewed trust and 

optimism, and being able to move on 

 

Upright Position 

-happiness and success 

-a good marriage/relationship, good 

home life, success in all you do 

-becoming good at something you have worked on 

-reflecting on success in the past, or how far you have come since 

the past 

-could be travel and the freedom to move around, could be new 

career offers, or just happiness with life in general 
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Reversed Position 

-your future seems clouded 

-having trouble understanding what a delay is all about 

-home life or a relationship isn’t going well and you are not sure 

why 

-stuck in a childhood memory or having low self-esteem 

-maybe feel you haven’t handled a situation correctly 

-take more time to think about things and try to be more positive 

 

Judgment-(Scorpio) 

Judgment represents lessons in 

realization 

-it is finally figuring something out 

after trying for so long 

-it could represent suppressed 

memories or feelings, learning from 

the past, trial and error, the feeling of 

“ah ha!”, rewards for efforts made, 

reaping what you sow, paying for 

sins, Karma, what goes around comes 

around. 

 

Upright Position 

-an awakening, a change of awareness, self actualization 
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-maybe trying to improve your health and well-being 

-a desire for something better than where you are now 

-you will understand something you didn’t before, or suddenly 

realize something existed you never thought of before 

 

Reversed Position 

-confusion about your life 

-denying something that must be, fear of failure, or fear you won’t 

find happiness 

-fear of being judged, or losing control 

-remember there is a reason for everything, even if some of those 

things are not pleasant.   
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The World-(Capricorn) 

The World represents lessons in 

all aspects of the personality 

-its about feeling complete, or a 

reborn personality, the 

experience of feeling whole 

-it symbolizes opposites being 

joined, a time of achievement, or 

reaching a goal that has been 

worked hard for, the world 

turns, an ending and also a new 

beginning. 

 

Upright Position 

-fulfillment of all desires and 

goals 

-understanding yourself more 

-being able to make others happy and see them for who they are 

-a change for the better, could be home or career 

-could mean travel-in comfort 

-having the freedom to come and go as you please 

 

Reversed Position 

-a fear of change, or home may be threatened in some way 
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-not learning from the past 

-more work must be done, don’t get frustrated 
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